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Kerry: “Select Group of Human Beings” (Including
Himself) Are “Saving the Planet”

AP Images
John Kerry

At the annual meeting of the World
Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, on
Tuesday, Joe Biden’s special presidential
envoy for climate, John Kerry, made some
spectacular — and some might say
delusional — claims about himself and those
gathered with him. He said they were a
“select group of human beings” with an
“almost extraterrestrial” mission to save the
planet.

The former secretary of state is being
roundly mocked for the incredible
statement. (The panel in which he spoke can
be seen here.)

Kerry began by attacking climate realists who remain unconvinced that we are currently facing a
“climate emergency”:

How do we change the way people are thinking about this?… Why is it that allegedly wise
adult human beings — CEOs some of them, United States senators some of them … want to
ignore science, and want to ignore mathematics, and want to ignore physics, and somehow
cannot bring themselves to do what we need to do?

Then, the loser of the 2004 presidential election went into bizarre mode:

When you stop and think about it, it’s pretty extraordinary that we — select group of human
beings because of whatever touched us at some point in our lives — are able to sit in a room
and come together and actually talk about saving the planet.

“I mean, it’s so almost extraterrestrial to think about ‘saving the planet.'” Kerry said in a self-
congratulating tone, “If you said that to most people, most people they think you’re just a crazy tree-
hugging lefty liberal, you know, do-gooder, or whatever, and there’s no relationship. But really, that’s
where we are.”

In what way are Kerry’s visions “extraterrestrial?” Does he believe that he and his fellow globalists are
aliens? Or worse, does he believe they are gods?

Climate Depot’s Marc Morano responded: “Kerry and the World Economic Forum, the UN, and Al Gore
all seem to believe they are the chosen ones to save the planet. But, Kerry actually said something we
can all agree with when he noted, ‘most people they think you’re just a crazy tree-hugging lefty, liberal’.
Yes, Kerry is correct, most people do think that.

Clinical psychologist Jordan Peterson wondered exactly who Kerry himself was ready to sacrifice in
order to “save the planet?”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gx-2nquSyYM
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“Who are you [going] to sacrifice to save the planet @JohnKerry — and do you think and how will you
ensure that they have any say in the matter?” Peterson tweeted.

Peterson is right. Millions, perhaps billions, will suffer irreparable harm if fossil fuels are suddenly
ended. Does Kerry believe that he’s among those who can make such decisions?

Meanwhile, Biden’s climate czar suggested that the solutions for the nonexistent problem he keeps
yammering about is rooted in one thing — money. And it’s probably not his own money he’s referring to.

“The lesson I’ve learned in the last years, and I learned it as secretary and I’ve learned it since,
reinforced in spades, is money, money, money, money, money, money, money,” he stressed.

Kerry went on to discuss climate deals he has helped to broker with Indonesia, Mexico, and Vietnam,
and touted the carbon offset scheme that he recently helped set up with private entities such as the
Rockefeller Foundation and the Bezos Earth Fund.

Kerry takes great joy in tearing into climate realists for wanting to pump the brakes on economy-
destroying climate policies because, as he puts it, “time is, in fact, running out on us.” Was time not yet
“running out on us” when in February of 2021 he took a CO2-spewing private jet to Iceland for the sole
purpose of accepting a climate change leadership award?

Kerry’s excuse for taking the jet was decidedly lame. “If you offset your carbon, it’s the only choice for
somebody like me who is traveling the world to win this battle.”

Another solution would be to just not go all the way to Iceland to accept an unnecessary award.

It’s hard to take such an obvious hypocrite seriously.

To learn more about how “climate change” is being used to implement plans for global government,
click here.

https://twitter.com/jordanbpeterson/status/1615401747484114980
https://thenewamerican.com/climate-envoy-kerry-unveils-carbon-offset-scheme-for-developing-nations/?utm_source=_pdf
https://nypost.com/2021/02/03/john-kerry-took-private-jet-to-iceland-for-climate-award/
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